I know of an NHS organisation with a large team overseeing clinical quality. In an office nearby, a medium sized team focuses on improving the "patient experience." A small team over the road oversees "patient and public involvement." It reminds me of Goldilocks and the three bears.
More seriously, it reminds me of my mother.
During her final 10 years, she had severe depression, deafness, and a form of Parkinson's disease that left her body rigid; she was increasingly unable to swallow. She saw one doctor for this, another for that, and another for something else. Some of them seemed as frustrated as we were, as we tried to find our way to get what we needed amid a multitude of nurses, physiotherapists, speech and language therapists, and administration staff. We were certainly "put at the centre" of our care-but it was like being surrounded rather than in a partnership.
As she moved from warden assisted housing, to a residential home, and then a nursing home, it became even more complicated, because as a family as we had to build and re-build relationships. The disconnection between different parts of the system-actually, different systems-was dispiriting.
The various doctors we saw (GP, neurologist, psychiatrist) often seemed unaware of who else we had seen. My mum and her notes were hardly ever in the same room at the same time.
And then there was the car parking.
One day, we had an early neurology outpatients appointment that I couldn't shift to a better time ("that's all we have, take it or leave it" said the secretary). I had to get a nurse at the care home to wake her early because she took two and a half hours to dress, bathe, and eat. She hadn't slept owing to anxiety about the appointment. I took a day off work, picked her up early, and spent 90 minutes circling the car park for a space. She grew more nervous. She didn't want me to drop her off and nobody seemed able to help.
When we made it to outpatients, I was relieved by the irony that the consultant was late. We arrived just in time to hear mum's name being called. She was in tears and clung onto my arm as she limped in. The doctor didn't ask why she seemed particularly flustered, perhaps logging it as part of her symptomology without understanding the context. Mum was too upset to comprehend, or answer, the doctor's questions and mumbled responses. I fear she got the wrong prescription because the doctor did not get the full picture. She remembered nothing of what was said. She was so upset that she arranged an unscheduled, and what should have been entirely unnecessary, emergency appointment with her psychiatrist. For us, this meant another journey, which included more time off work for me and a repeat of the car parking fiasco. This seemed a total waste of hospital resources.
There are many things to take from this-the needlessness of some outpatient appointments, the inflexibility of appointments, and the waste of resources-all of which indicate a system built around institutional rather than patient need. And what about the car parking?
Car parking is a clinical quality issue. This "access issue" affected our "experience" and led to poor "involvement" (mum literally being unable to find her voice or listen), poor quality care, and poor outcomes. My mum was given drugs she did not know how to take, information she was unable to follow, and advice that she was ill equipped to deal with. Her physical and psychological health that day were directly attributable to the car parking. The stress of dealing with the system was too much for her. This was one of many "experiences."
I am left wondering what doctors think about access problems that have a knock-on effect on care. Is there a professional blind spot? Are systems problems ignored because doctors, like patients, feel powerless to influence them?
Returning to those separate departmental teams-dealing with clinical quality, improving patients' experiences, and promoting patient and public involvement. It seems that the way the system tackles improvement mirrors the fragmentation of service delivery. If my mum had known that we "need" three different teams to help improve care, each tackling a different bit of what happened that day, she would have cried even more.
